Orange / Red
Cushion Fabrics

Rock Solid Marzipan | XUI
3025705 | Construction: 88x38

Fresh Cut Tango | YCG
3030859 | Construction: 88x54

Fire Dance Clay | YCH
3030861 | Construction: 88x58

Iguana Cayenne | KN6
3025689 | Construction: 42x34

Harmonic Spice | EH9
3024098 | Construction: 42x28

Orange / Red

Cushion Fabrics

Rock Solid Berry | KT2
3029132 | Construction: 88x38

Concordia Red Mountain | KZ8
3035463 | Construction: 88x54

Sarasota Red Mountain Stripe | KZ7
3035465 | Construction: 88x60

Fire Dance Red | KW2
3032520 | Construction: 88x58

Wandering Vine Lt. Cayenne | KQ1
3025687 | Construction: 42x28

Premium Solids
Cushion Fabrics

FABRIC FEATURES
FEATURES
FABRIC
DURABILITY/CLEANABILITY
DURABILITY/CLEANABILITY
Cushion Fabrics
Fabrics meld
meld style
style and
and comfort
comfort in
in aa unique
unique line
line of
of outdoor
outdoor cushion
cushion fabrics
fabrics made
made of
of 100
100 percent
percent
Phifer’s GeoBella
GeoBella®® Cushion
Phifer’s
recycled
yarns.
GeoBella
fabrics
feature
the
look,
touchable
texture
and
comfort
of
indoor
furniture
yet
have
the
stability,
recycled yarns. GeoBella fabrics feature the look, touchable texture and comfort of indoor furniture yet have the stability,
strength and
and durability
durability needed
needed for
for outdoor
outdoor cushion
cushion applications.
applications. Equally
Equally chic
chic as
as they
they are
are eco-friendly,
eco-friendly, GeoBella
GeoBella fabrics
fabrics pair
pair the
the
strength
perfect combinations
combinations of
of coordinating
coordinating hues
hues and
and intricate
intricate weaves
weaves for
for aa host
host of
of options
options to
to suit
suit any
any decorating
decorating need.
need. These
These fabrics
fabrics
perfect
are easy
easy to
to maintain
maintain and
and clean.
clean.
are
1. Using
Using aa sponge
sponge or
or soft
soft cloth,
cloth, clean
clean fabric
fabric thoroughly
thoroughly with
with mild
mild detergent
detergent and
and water.
water.
1.
2. Rinse
Rinse entire
entire cushion
cushion or
or umbrella
umbrella with
with water.
water.
2.
3. As
As with
with any
any outdoor
outdoor application,
application, dust
dust and
and pollen
pollen often
often accumulate
accumulate on
on the
the cushion.
cushion. IfIf the
the cushion
cushion is
is exposed
exposed to
to water,
water, these
these
3.
dustparticles
can
create
what
appears
to
be
a
stain.
This
can
easily
be
removed
by
soaking
the
entire
cushion
with
water
dust particles can create what appears to be a stain. This can easily be removed by soaking the entire cushion with water and
and
allowing itit to
to air
air dry.
dry.
allowing
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WARRANTY
Phifer offers a 3-year limited warranty for GeoBella Outdoor Fabrics. This warranty covers the
fabric becoming non-functional due to loss of dimensional stability from exposure to conditions including sunlight, mildew, rot and normal atmospheric conditions. The warranty does
not cover damage to the fabric from any source nor does it cover gradual fading or discoloration
from atmospheric pollution or other debris. This warranty remains in effect for 3 years from the
date of purchase. Phifer will provide new fabric, free of charge, to replace the non-functioning
fabric. This warranty does not cover the cost of labor or other consequential or
incidental expenses.
GREENGUARD

GREENGUARD Certification ensures products have met some of the world’s most rigorous
and comprehensive standards for low emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) into
indoor air. Phifer was the first manufacturer in the outdoor fabric industry to achieve
GREENGUARD certification. Certification is completely voluntary and ensures that the highest
industry standards are being applied to maintain indoor air quality for the health and safety of
building occupants.

GeoBella is a registered trademark of PHIFER INCORPORATED
GeoBella is a registered trademark of PHIFER INCORPORATED
UL, the UL logos and the UL mark are trademarks of UL LLC.
UL, the UL logos and the UL mark are trademarks of UL LLC.
MICROBAN is a registered trademark of Microban Products Company.
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